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Abstract
1

This paper describes the results of the latest eval
tion of the Energy-Related Inventions Program (ERIP
one of the longest-running commercialization assistan
programs  in the U. S.  Four performance metrics are u
to evaluate the Program: (1) the market entry of new pro
ucts, (2)  commercial sales, (3) energy savings, and 
greenhouse gas emissions reductions. The methodol
used to estimate each metric is described, and the stren
and weaknesses of the metrics are discussed. The resu
the Program evaluation are compared with other publish
program metrics, suggesting the Program’s high succe
Issues that must  be addressed to fairly appraise public
vestments in technology commercialization programs a
also highlighted.

Introduction

Over the past 15 years, numerous federal and s
programs have been created to spur the developmen
technology-based new companies by providing comm
cialization assistance.  The Energy-Related Inventio
Program (ERIP) was one of the first programs to offer su
assistance to small business and independent inventors,
its continuous operation since 1974 makes it one of 
most long-standing commercialization assistance progra
in the United States (U.S.).

Since the Program’s inception, evaluators have sy
tematically monitored the progress of the inventions it h
supported.  More than 100 case studies of ERIP inventio
have been completed, and – in combination with surv
data from 464 program participants – the evaluators ha
been able to identify characteristics of the technologies, 
ventors, markets, and business strategies that are com
to commercial success, and those that typify commerc
failures (Rorke and Livesay, 1986; Brown, et al., 199
Livesay, Lux, and Brown, 1996).  In addition, performanc
metrics have been compiled, providing quantitative es
mates of the Program’s costs and benefits (Brown, et 
1994; Braid, et al., 1996; Brown, 1997).  The objective 
these metrics is to assess the effectiveness of ERIP
monitoring the progress of the inventions it has support
These metrics have been used by the U.S. Departmen

                                                          
1Oak Ridge National Laboratory is managed by Lockhe

Martin Energy Research Corporation for the U. S. Department
Energy (DOE) under Contract DE-AC05-96OR22464.
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Energy (DOE) in its strategic planning and to meet the re-
quirements of the 1993 Government Performance and Re
sults Act.

A wide range of impacts are addressed by the Pro
gram’s performance metrics.  The economic impacts have
been measured in terms of the entry of new products into
the marketplace, the creation of start-up companies, com
mercial sales of the technologies, licensing revenues, spin
off technologies, the generation and retention of jobs, and
the return of tax revenues to the U.S. Treasury.  Energy
and environmental impacts of the Program have been
measured in terms of the energy saved by ERIP technolo
gies and the accompanying reduction in greenhouse ga
emissions.

This paper describes four of the most important per-
formance metrics resulting from the latest quantitative
evaluation of ERIP:  the market entry of new products,
commercial sales, energy savings, and greenhouse ga
emissions reductions.  The methodology used to estimat
each of these metrics is described, strengths and weak
nesses of the metrics are discussed, and the results a
compared with other published program metrics.

History and Operation of the Program

Established in 1974 under the Federal Nonnuclear
Energy Research and Development Act (P.L. 93-577),
ERIP is directed to assist the development of nonnuclea
energy-related inventions with outstanding potential for
saving or producing energy, “particularly those submitted
by individual inventors and small companies.”  The goal is
to help individual and small company inventors with
promising technologies develop their inventions to a stage
of development that would attract the investment necessar
for private sector commercialization.  Many of these tech-
nologies face significant market and industry barriers that
reduce their ability to attract early funding and intensify
the difficulties of product development.  Individual and
small business inventors often lack the business experienc
needed to surmount these hurdles.

Anyone can submit an invention at any stage of de-
velopment to the Program for a free, confidential evalua-
tion.  The legislation provides for the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), previously called the
National Bureau of Standards, to evaluate the inventions
submitted, assessing them for technical feasibility, energy
conservation or supply potential, and commercial possi-
bilities.  Only two percent of the inventions pass through
255
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the screening process and are recommended to DOE
technical and financial support.

DOE grants are provided to most of these reco
mendees to pay for technical research, prototype deve
ment, testing, and a variety of other activities that he
move the technologies one step closer to the market.
addition, ERIP conducts Commercialization Plannin
Workshops for inventors in the Program.  These Wo
shops were initiated in 1986, when it became clear fr
previous program evaluations that many inventors w
failing in the marketplace because of their lack of busin
acumen.  To find inventors and encourage innovati
ERIP holds several National Innovation Workshops ea
year in different regions of the country, jointly sponsor
by local businesses, inventor organizations, and unive
ties.

Since the Program’s 1974 beginning, more th
31,000 inventions have been submitted to NIST 
evaluation, and more than 650 of these have been rec
mended to DOE for support. Seventy-eight percent 
these recommendees have received DOE grants avera
$78,000 (in current dollars).  Approximately half of th
Program’s funding is spent by NIST to conduct the tech
cal evaluation of applications to the Program, 15 percen
for DOE’s program office (to support its Workshops, tec
nical assistance, grant processing, and program eva
tion), and 35 percent goes toward new grants.  These 
portions can vary from year-to-year, depending up
program needs.

Market Entry of ERIP Technologies

Methodology
From the Program’s inception  through 1993, a to

of 609 applicants to the ERIP were recommended for D
funding by NIST.  These 609 inventions constitute t
population of interest for all of the performance metri
described in this paper.  Previous evaluations of the P
gram concluded that data could no longer be obtained
159 of these inventions due to the deaths of several inv
tors, incomplete addresses, and refusals to participat
surveying.  To reduce the cost of data collection wh
maximizing the coverage of successful ERIP technolog
a two-part sampling design was employed.  The first s
sample included 98 inventions identified by past resea
and key informants to be most promising in terms of m
ket entry and commercial success.  The second subsa
contained the remaining 352 inventions.  An attempt w
made to reach all 450 inventors, but a special effort w
made to contact the 98 promising inventors.

A 14-page questionnaire was developed to coll
sales, employment, and other data through 1994.  
questionnaire was mailed in two waves to program part
pants, and telephone surveying was used to contact no
spondents among the promising inventions, to maxim
their response rate.  In total, data were collected on 211
256
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ventions, or 47 percent of the 450 ERIP inventions.  H
toric information from previous evaluations is also ava
able for 253 additional inventions.

Results
Significant progress has been made by ERIP inve

tions in terms of movement from concept development a
laboratory experiments to prototype development and en
into the marketplace.  By the end of 1994, 144 ERIP 
ventions are known to have achieved sales.  This rep
sents 24 percent of the population of 609 ERIP techno
gies, which is similar to the estimate of 23 perce
provided by the evaluation conducted two years pre
ously.  Both figures are probably underestimates of the t
percentage, since we were unable to collect information
all of the technologies.

Figure 1 provides the market entry rates fo
two-year cohorts of participants based on date of acc
tance into the ERIP program. With the exception of t
low success rate of the initial cohort, the earlier perio
generally experienced a higher rate of market entry th
the later cohorts.  If the 609 technologies are divided in
two nearly equal cohorts – pre- and post-September, 1
– the rate of market entry is significantly higher for th
earlier half (29 percent) than for the more recent half (
percent).  The more recent cohorts also include virtually 
of the most recent market entries, but some of these n
successes derive from technologies that joined the ER
program as far back as 1984.  This findings suggests 
need to collect survey data for at least ten years after 
ceptance into the Program in order to account for all of t
Program’s market entries.

The 24 percent success rate compares favora
with the success rates of innovations as a whole.  T
widely cited Booz-Allen & Hamilton studies (Booz-Allen
& Hamilton, 1982), for instance, reported that despite co
siderable investments in up-front stages of exploratio
screening, and business analysis, it still takes seven n
product efforts to get one product to market–that is, on
14 percent of new products are successfully introduc
Venture capitalists derive their profits from the one or tw
successes that offset the costs associated with nine or
failures (Florida and Smith, 1993).  These compariso
suggest that ERIP inventions are at least as successfu
innovations generally, although meaningful compariso
are difficult to make because of differences between ER
technologies and the types of products and technolog
covered by other market entry statistics.

Another way to assess the Program’s commerc
progress is to compare the number of ERIP technolog
that have experienced sales to the cost of the Progr
From 1978 through 1994, ERIP expended $82 million (
current dollars).  At least 144 of the technologies it h
supported have entered the market.  Comparable prog
statistics are available for (1) the Gas Research Instit
(GRI), which has operated a research and developm
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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(R&D) program since 1978, and (2) the European Com
munity (EC), which has operated a promotion and expl
tation program since 1968 (Chemistry and Engineering
News, July 8, 1991).  By early 1991, 111 new or improve
products, processes and techniques had been sold or w
in commercial service, due to GRI’s R&D budget of $1.4
billion (Dombrowski, et al., 1991).  By 1990, approxi
mately 50 inventions supported by the EC had been put
the market as the result of several billion dollars of R&
funding.  ERIP’s accomplishments compare favorably wi
both of these other programs.

Commercial Sales of ERIP Technologies

Methodology
Data on annual sales of ERIP technologies ha

been collected by mail and/or telephone surveys that h
been conducted every other year since 1984.  To enha
the accuracy of these sales data, we shared the compila
of information from past surveying with the respondents 
1995, so that they could make any necessary correctio
In addition, case studies have been completed that incl
personal interviews with many of the most commercial
successful inventors.  This has allowed a first-hand 
sessment of the inventor’s business and manufacturing
cilities and detailed discussions about past and plann
marketing activities, all of which have proven useful t
corroborate the sales data.  Occasionally, news relea
other media coverage, technical publications, and disc
sions with customers and licensees have helped to subs
tiate the inventor’s sales data or have led to further s
veying to resolve inconsistencies.

Results
It is estimated that the total cumulative sales 

ERIP technologies from 1980 through 1994 is $774 m
lion in current year dollars; this translates to nearly o
billion (i.e., $961 million) of cumulative sales in 1994
dollars.

Figure 1. Rates of Market Entry Across
Cohorts of Program Participants
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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ERIP sales show an almost steady rise from $20
million in 1980 to $77 million in 1989 with the exception
of a $5 million decline in 1984.  A second sales decline in
total sales of about $8 million was experienced in 1990,
followed by a very substantial drop of $16 million more in
1991 to $53 million.  The most recent three years have
seen sales recover to $66 million, $61 million, and most
recently, $71 million.  Thus, since 1986, when the sales of
ERIP technologies reached $62 million, the annual sales o
ERIP technologies have fluctuated within a band ranging
from $53 million to $77 million.  Different mixes of tech-
nologies account for these sales each year, but the overa
sales attributed to ERIP technologies have been relatively
stable for the past nine years.

As is typical of new products and new technologies
in general, there is great variation in the levels of sales
generated by the ERIP technologies.  Cumulative sales o
individual inventions range from less than $10,000 to $132
million through the end of 1994.  Sixty-nine (or almost
half) of the inventions have had cumulative sales of less
than $500,000.  The average cumulative sales of these 14
ERIP technologies is $5.4 million, which is much larger
than the median ($737,000) due to the impact of a smal
number of highly successful technologies.  Over the years
detailed case studies have been conducted of the Program
most successful technologies, in order to ensure the valid
ity of their sales and employment data, since they have
such a strong influence on the Program’s performance met
rics.

As an indicator of the effectiveness of ERIP, the
$961 million (in 1994 dollars) in cumulative sales gener-
ated by ERIP inventions can be compared with program
appropriations and grant awards (i.e., “program costs”).
Approximately $47.5 million (in 1994 dollars) in grants
were awarded through 1994, and program appropriations
totaled about $124 million.  Thus, the ERIP program has
generated a 20:1 return in terms of the value of sales to
grants, and an 8:1 return in terms of sales to total program
appropriations.

These ratios have remained remarkably steady since
1986.  Only in the early 1980s, when the Program was les
than a decade old, was the ratio of sales to program cos
considerably lower.  These results illustrate that there can
be a considerable lag time in the ability to observe the
overall benefits of commercialization programs.  This fact
is underscored by Figure 2, which shows that a consider
able portion of the most recent commercial sales have bee
derived from program participants who were supported by
ERIP in the late 1970s.
257
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Figure 2. Levels of Commercial Sales Across Cohorts of
Program Participants

The impressiveness of these statistics is undersco
when compared to the sales performance of the Sm
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Program, a mu
larger federal commercialization assistance program.  B
tween 1983 and 1993, 11 federal agencies gave nea
25,000 SBIR awards worth over $3.2 billion to more tha
50,000 firms.  While many of these investments are st
maturing, it is estimated that by 1992, SBIR firms had re
ceived only $471 million in sales (U.S. Congress, Office o
Technology Assessment, 1995, p. 81).

Another point of comparison is offered by New
York’s Manufacturing Extension Program (Nexus Assoc
ates, Inc., 1996).  Between April 1993 and Decemb
1994, New York State invested $12.9 million in manufac
turing assistance.  This resulted in a value-added impact
$29 to $108.7 million.  ERIP invested $12.4 million in as
sistance to inventors during 1993 and 1994, and over t
period the investments it has supported have genera
$133.0 million in sales.  Thus, the economic impact o
ERIP compares favorably with that of the New York
Manufacturing Extension Program.

Energy Savings

Methodology
The energy impacts resulting from the introductio

of a new technology are difficult to estimate.  One mu
consider a wide range of factors including:

• the energy consumed by technologies
that the new technology has displaced,

• changes in the energy efficiency and cost of
the new technology over its lifetime, and

• differences in the embodied energy re-
quired to produce the new technology
and the technologies that are displaced.

Because of these complexities, it was not feasible 
assess the energy saved by all of the ERIP-supported te
nologies that have entered the market.  Instead, we exa
258
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ined the 15 ERIP-supported technologies that had achiev
the greatest dollar value of cumulative sales through 19
under the assumption that these represent the technolog
that are likely to have generated the greatest energy be
fits.  Each of these 15 technologies was examined to ass
the feasibility of producing an estimate of energy saving
based on available documentation and resources to cond
the assessments.  This process resulted in narrowing 
analysis to five technologies.  It is anticipated that futur
research will address the energy savings of some of t
remaining technologies.

A similar set of steps was taken for each of the fiv
technologies to estimate their energy savings.  First, exi
ing documentation on the technology was reviewed, in
cluding the NIST technical evaluation and information
from previous Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
evaluations of the Program.  Additional information on th
technology was solicited from the inventor and/or the l
censee, including documentation from third-party asses
ments of the technology and monitored demonstratio
projects. Information from secondary sources was com
piled, such as statistics on fuel use and energy prices fr
the Energy Information Administration.  Second, a pre
liminary analysis of energy savings was prepared by t
Program evaluators and sent to a researcher at ORNL w
expertise in the field of the particular technology.  Th
preliminary analysis was then revised, based on comme
by the expert.  Third, the revised analysis was sent to t
inventor and DOE for review.  The analysis was then f
nalized based on feedback from these reviewers.

The five inventions that are examined to assess e
ergy savings are described below. These technologies 
count for $362 million (or 45 percent) of the cumulative
sales of ERIP inventions through 1994.

Brandon steam turbine packing rings.  The steam
turbine packing rings developed by Ronald E. Brandon a
a modification to existing turbine packing rings.  Packin
rings are installed at various locations between the turbi
stationary parts and the rotating shaft to minimize stea
leakages between stages and at places where the shaft 
trudes out of the turbine cylinder.  The invention employ
springs to keep the packing ring segments away from t
turbine shaft during turbine start-up, when packing rin
damage is most likely to occur.  The Brandon replaceme
packing rings prevent damage over time that occurs wi
conventional packing rings due to start-up, thermal disto
tion, and shaft vibration.  The efficiency loss due to orig
nal packing rings is assumed to progress linearly from ze
percent to its maximum efficiency loss of one percent aft
five years.  The Brandon steam packing rings prevent th
gradual loss in efficiency.

Electronic Octane®. Developed by John A. McDou-
gal, Electronic Octane® is an ignition control system used
in automotive internal combustion engines.  This syste
senses the onset of predetonation (“knocking” or “ping
ing”) caused by either carbon deposits, valve and spa
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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timing, and/or wall temperatures, and provides feedba
parameters in order to retard the spark advance as ne
sary in individual cylinders.  Predetonation or knock, 
allowed to continue, is destructive to automotive engine
The design of conventional vacuum control spark ignitio
systems overcompensates for the potential for knock in o
or two individual cylinders by reducing the spark advanc
more than necessary for the rest of the cylinders that 
operating normally.  This reduces engine efficiency in o
der to prevent knocking in the one or two cylinders that r
quire more control than the others.  At a mid-RPM rang
of 2800 RPM, a 2.2 percent efficiency gain is expected f
engines with the individual knock control system com
pared to a “global” knock control system.  In addition, 
lower octane can be used.

SolaRoll®. Michael F. Zinn developed SolaRoll®.  It
is a solar  collector that provides a low-cost method to pr
vide solar heating to swimming pools.  The majority of th
pools having the SolaRoll® system installed are heated by
conventional natural gas or electric heat pump system
SolaRoll® is a flexible rubber tubing solar collector.  The
rubber components have a lifetime expectancy of 20 ye
or more.  The SolaRoll® product has a relatively high effi-
ciency accompanied by a low relative cost per square fo
of collector area.  SolaRoll® is used in both in-ground and
above-ground pools.  The average pool in the U.S. w
likely realize an annual reduction of 55 percent in heatin
costs.   The use of a SolaRoll collector and associat
equipment will result in annual energy savings of 42 mi
lion Btus for a pool heated with a conventional gas-fire
system; the annual savings will be approximately 11 m
lion  Btus for a pool heated by a heat pump system.

System 100®. Alex Rutshtein and Naum Staroselsky
developed System 100®.  The purpose of the System 100®

control system is to permit the efficient use of large ce
trifugal and axial compressors employed in process app
cations such as refineries and gas transmission pipelin
System 100® allows a compressor to operate closer to i
surge limit, increases stall protection, and generally e
ables the compressor to operate in a more efficient regi
Prior to the System 100®, the traditional control method
used for compressors powering the natural gas flow on g
transmission pipelines was either a manual or the mo
common, two-function controller.  The two-function con
troller regulates the blow-off valve (regulating pressur
across the compressor) and the speed of the compre
drive independently, and must be detuned to prevent s
tem oscillation.  This reduces system efficiency, especia
in high speed compressors.  System 100® provides inte-
grated control of compressor speed and output pressu
allowing the compressor to operate more efficiently.  En
ergy savings, depending on the application, are typically
the 5 percent to 10 percent range, which translates to 
nual savings of approximately  23.5 million cubic feet o
natural gas per unit installed.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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Thermefficient-100®. Developed by Harry E. Wood,
Thermefficient-100® is a high efficiency gas-fired water
heater that allows most of the total heat of combustion of
the unit to be utilized.  A direct-contact heat exchanger
using packed rings or a similar adaptation operates in a
counterflow arrangement such that the combustion prod-
uct’s exhaust temperature is very close to the temperatur
of the incoming water.  In conventional water heaters, the
latent heat of vaporization of the combustion produced
water is totally lost.  The Thermefficient-100® system has a
thermal efficiency close to 100 percent compared to ap-
proximately 70 percent for conventional water heaters.
The design allows heated water to collect at the bottom o
the water storage tank with no start-up time required for
water temperature to increase to normal operating tem
perature.  The Thermefficient-100® system is very com-
pact, requiring only 32 percent of the floor space of a con-
ventional water heater of equivalent capacity.

Results
The cumulative energy savings for sales of the five

technologies are shown in Table 1. These cumulative  val
ues are the total of annual energy savings through 1994. I
total, it is estimated that these five technologies saved 0.58
Quads of energy between 1980 and 1994.  In 1994 alone, 
is estimated that these five technologies saved 0.116 Quad
of energy.  This is enough to meet the United States’ en
ergy requirements for 12 hours.

The energy savings by fuel type for the Brandon re-
placement packing rings was estimated by using the distri
bution of annual sales of the packing rings from 1986
through 1994, by primary fuel of the turbines fitted.  It is
assumed that turbines can be operated for a maximum o
8,760 hours per year at an average capacity of 75 percen
The average size  of turbine capacity in the  U. S. of coal
natural gas, and oil  units was utilized to complete the ap-
portionment of total estimated energy savings (Energy In-
formation Administration, 1991).  The percentage of en-
ergy savings by fuel type for the packing rings is as
follows:

• Coal — 78.7 percent
• Natural gas — 9.0 percent
• Oil — 12.3 percent

These percentages multiplied by total energy savings fo
the packing rings in 1994 result in the following energy
savings in trillion Btus: for coal—26.1, natural gas —2.98,
and oil—4.08.
259



Table 1.  Cumulative Energy Savings of Five ERIP Technologies, Through 1994

Brandon
Packing
Rings

Electronic
Octane®

SolaRoll® System 100® Therm-
efficient-

100®

Total

Years in the Market 1986-94 1984-94 1980-94 1980-94 1981-94 —

Energy Savings (in
Trillions of Btus)

108.8 51.9 21.7 362.1 31.4 575.8
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The Electronic Octane® is utilized in eight automo-
bile models.  For each of these models, data were collec
on sales by year.  Annual mileage was assumed to be 
percent city and 45 percent highway, and the total milea
driven each year, per auto, was assumed to be the aver
for all passenger cars that year.  A survival rate was a
plied to account for normal scrappage.  Energy savings
calculated by multiplying annual gasoline consumption b
0.0216, which is the fraction of gasoline saved by Elec
tronic Octane®.  Based on these calculations it is estimate
that this ERIP technology saved approximately 7.61 tri
lion Btus of gasoline in 1994, which translates to 1.45 mi
lion barrels of gasoline, or 2.9 million barrels of oil.

The energy saved by SolaRoll® is estimated using
the total square footage of the product sold by year b
tween 1979 and 1994.  Based on a model of swimmin
pool energy costs, it is assumed that SolaRoll® saves
0.0233 million Btu/sq. ft/year for pools using electric hea
pumps and 0.089 million Btu/sq. ft/year for pools heate
by natural gas.  We assume that 70 percent of the squ
footage of SolaRoll® is applied to gas-heated pools, and 3
percent to electrically heated pools.  To determine th
amounts of individual fuels saved by the displaced ele
tricity, we assume that 60 percent of electricity is generat
by coal, 8 percent by gas, and 2 percent by oil.  Based 
these assumptions, it is estimated that SolaRoll® saved 2.45
trillion Btus of energy in 1994.  These savings includ
25,000 tons of coal, 3,042 barrels of oil, and 2,220,00
thousand cubic feet of natural gas.

The energy savings for System 100® was based on
the number of units sold each year between 1980 a
1994.  We assume that sales of the systems are evenly
vided between natural gas-powered pipeline compresso
(with average annual savings of 27.82 billion Btus pe
system) and steam-powered industrial compressors (w
average annual savings of 20.21 billion Btus per system
Based on these assumptions it is estimated that Syst
100® installations to date saved 66.34 trillion Btus of natu
ral gas in 1994.  This savings amounted to 64,349,8
thousand cubic feet of natural gas.
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Thermefficient-100® water heaters have increased i
both hours of use and energy use per hour, since 1
when they first entered the market.  These changes are 
to a trend toward consolidation in the industries using t
hot water systems.  The energy consumption of the Th
mefficient-100® technology is calculated as the product o
hours of usage per year (2,000 hours in 1981, rising by 2
hours/year to 4,000 hours of usage in 1991) and energy 
per hour (4 million Btus in 1981, rising to 4.6 million Btus
in 1988 and 7.0 million Btus in 1992).  Conventional in
dustrial water heaters are assumed to consume 1.43 ti
as much energy, based on their relative thermal efficie
cies.  The energy savings is then the difference betwe
conventional use and Thermefficient-100® use.  Based on
the methodology, the Thermefficient-100® water heater
saved 6.448 trillion Btus of natural gas in 1994.  Th
translates into 6,254,230 thousand cubic feet of natural 
saved.

A summary of energy savings in 1994 by fuel typ
for the five technologies is presented in Table 2.  Th
equivalent energy savings in trillion Btus are presented
Table 3.

The value of the energy saved by each of the fi
technologies is dependent on the price of the particular f
saved.  The energy saved by the Brandon replacem
packing rings is priced by the cost of fossil fuels faced 
electric utilities.  The approximate cost of fossil fuel en
ergy for an electric utility in 1994 is $1.53 per million Btu
(Energy Information Administration, 1996).  Therefore
the value of the energy savings in 1994 for the turbi
units having the Brandon rings installed between 1986 a
1994 is approximately $51 million in 1994 dollars (33.16
trillion Btus X 1.53 $/million Btus = 50.74 million dollars).
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago



Table 2.  Energy Savings by Fuel Type and Value, in 1994
Technology Coal

(tons)

Oil

(barrels)

Natural gas

(KCF)

Brandon packing rings 1,262,589 653,645 2,900,000

Electronic Octane® — 2,896,000 —

SolaRoll® 25,231 3,042 2,220,000

System 100® — — 64,349,800

Thermefficient-100® — — 6,254,230

Total 1,287,820 3,552,687 75,724,030

KCF=thousand cubic feet.

Table 3.  Energy Savings, in Trillions of Btus, in 1994
Technology Coal Oil Gas Total

Brandon Packing Rings 26.10   4.08  2.98   33.16

Electronic Octane®  —   7.61  —     7.61

SolaRoll® 0.15   0.01  2.23     2.39

System 100®   —  — 66.34   66.34

Thermefficient-100®    — —  6.45     6.45

Total 26.25  11.70 78.00 115.95
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The value of the energy savings in 1994 for sale
of autos reported to have the Electronic Octane® technol-
ogy installed is estimated to be $71.3 million in constan
1994 dollars.  This value was calculated using the es
mate of energy savings in gallons (1.45 million barrels o
gasoline), times the average annual price of unlead
regular gasoline of 1.17 $/gal (we used regular unlead
gasoline for most auto brands and premium unlead
gasoline for those automobile brands having high com
pression engines).

The value of energy savings in 1994 for sales o
SolaRoll® during the 1980 through 1994 period is $27.
million in 1994 dollars.  This value was based on an es
mated annual savings of $253 in heating costs, per po
attributed to the use of SolaRoll®  (RSPEC, 1993).  Fur-
ther, cumulative sales figures indicate that in 1994 a
proximately 108,923 pools used SolaRoll® ($253/pool x
108,923 pools = $27.6 million).

The value of energy savings in 1994 for sales o
System-100® for the 1980 through 1994 period equa
$157.7 million in constant 1994 dollars.  This was calcu
lated using a composite price of $2.45/thousand cubic fe
(KCF) of natural gas (Energy Information Administra-
tion, 1996) ($2.45/KCF x 64.35x106 KCF = $157.7 mil
lion).

The value of energy savings in 1994 for sales o
Thermefficient-100® units during the 1980 through the
1994 time period is $26.5 million in constant 1994 do
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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lars.  This value was calculated using the 1994 estimate 
energy savings in KCF of natural gas times the averag
annual price of natural gas [we used the average natu
gas price for commercial and industrial users (Energy In
formation Administration, 1996)].  This calculation also
takes into consideration the increase in hours of oper
tion, per unit, from 2,000 hours/year in 1981 to 4000
hours/year in 1994 (6.254 x 106 KCF x $4.24/KCF =
$26.5 million).  This increase in hours of operation is
largely attributed to consolidation in the industries utiliz-
ing the hot water systems.

For the purposes of this analysis, we have est
mated a very simple payback by calculating the time pe
riod over which the cumulative energy savings will be
equivalent to the initial capital costs of the new technol
ogy.  A more sophisticated payback  calculation, which
would take into account such factors as reduction o
downtime, reduced operations and maintenance costs a
product longevity, cannot be calculated with the data
available at this time.  The value of energy savings an
cost effectiveness (measured by payback period) for th
five technologies are shown in Table 4.  The value of th
total 1994 energy savings for the technologies is $333.
million.  The payback periods for the five technologies —
calculated by dividing the cost of the new technology by
the annual energy savings in 1994 dollars — range from
to 8.3 years.
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Table  4.   Value of Energy Savings in 1994
Brandon
Packing
Rings

Electronic
Octane®

SolaRoll® System
100®

Thermefficient
100®

Total

Value of 1994 en-
ergy savings (in
million 1994 $)

50.7 71.3 27.6 157.7 26.5 333.8

Payback period (yrs) 3.51 3.91 8.3 2a 4.68 —
aCosts for this technology are difficult to estimate because of associated equipment costs. A payback period for a s
system was estimated to be under  two years (Devlin, et al., 1992).
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Reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Methodology
The magnitude of the reductions in greenhouse g

emissions that have resulted from ERIP is estimated fr
the energy savings calculated for the five ERIP techno
gies described above.  Knowing the amount of differe
types of fuels that have been conserved, we turned to p
lications of the Energy Information Administration (1995
to assess the resulting carbon and methane reductions
order to have a single yardstick by which reductions 
greenhouse gas emissions can be compared, emission
carbon and methane are reported both individually and
terms of CO2 equivalents.  The CO2 resulting from the
emission of elemental carbon is calculated by multiplyin
units of carbon by 3.67, the proportional difference in m
lecular weights.  The factor for converting methane in
CO2 equivalents is 35, since methane has 35 times 
warming potential of CO2.

Results
In 1994, the five ERIP technologies reduced carb

emissions by an estimated 2.1 million metric tons a
methane emissions by an estimated 102.5 metric to
This results in a total reduction of the equivalent of a
proximately 7.5 million metric tons of CO2.  This reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions is equivalent to removing 
million cars from U.S. roadways.2

Tables 5 and 6 present estimates of the reductions
emissions of carbon and methane in 1994 associated w
the sales to date (1980-1994) of Brandon packing rin
Electronic Octane®, SolaRoll®, System 100® and Ther-
mefficient-100®.  The base data for greenhouse gas em
sions come from the Energy Information Administratio

                                                          
2
This calculation is based on the following statistics:  th

transportation sector in the U.S. produced 446 million metric to
of carbon emissions in 1994; 39.1 percent of these emissi
were the result of the 190.4 million passenger cars operating
the U.S. (U.S. Department of Transportation, Bureau 
Transportation Statistics, 1994, pages 17 and 152).  Thus, each
passenger car produces 0.913 metric tons of carbon emiss
each year.
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(1995b), and energy use data required for the estimat
come from the Energy Information Administration (1996).
 The estimates of methane reductions are compr
hensive for coal, but they do not include methane emi
sions associated with production, transmission, and dist
bution of natural gas.  The bulk of methane emissions fro
natural gas occurs during those steps rather than duri
end use, and inclusion of reductions in those emissions 
well would multiply the estimates in Table 5 by a factor o
135.

These reductions of CO2 equivalent emissions in
1994 (from sales during 1980-1994) are shown in Table 7

Conclusions
Many issues must be addressed to fairly apprais

public investments in technology commercialization pro
grams.  These include:  (1) the need to track the progre
of program participants for extended periods; (2) threats 
the external and internal validity of program evaluations
and (3) challenges created by performance data that a
dominated by a small number of highly successful tech
nologies.  These issues are discussed below.

Evaluations of public investments in technology
commercialization programs are made difficult by the fac
that inventions can take five to ten years, or more, to mov
from the laboratory to the marketplace.  As a result, evalu
ators need to track the progress of program participants f
extended periods.  In addition, determining what portion o
the impacts are attributable to the Program can be difficu
For future evaluations of ERIP, the U.S. Department o
Energy is considering an across-the-board limitation tha
would restrict the period for calculating benefits to 12
years from the first commercial sale of the invention.  Thi
would help prevent DOE from taking unwarranted credi
for its assistance.

The internal and external validity of program
evaluations are critical to the defense of evaluation resu
(Campbell and Stanley, 1971).  Internal validity refers to
the validity of the estimated program impacts for the sam
ple selected.  Are the impacts attributable to the Program
and can alternative explanations be ruled out?  Extern
validity refers to the ability of the sample-based results t
be extrapolated to one or more larger populations.  Is th
sample representative, and can results be extrapolated
other participants, or to next year’s participants?  Becau
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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they are difficult and costly to assess, internal and exte
validity were the subject of special studies conducted o
once during the years that ERIP has been evaluated.

• In 1994, a test for internal validity was
conducted that compared ERIP tech-
nologies to a sample of 79 inventions la-
beled “program referrals” (Brown, Cur-
lee, and Elliott, 1995).  The results
indicated significant differences in terms
of several indicators of commercial suc-
cess.  These findings supported the sup-
position that ERIP technologies enjoy
greater success than programs referrals,
and that ERIP technologies achieved
their considerable commercial success at
least in part because of the support pro-
vided by the Program.

• The second special study involved an as-
sessment of nonresponse bias (Brown, et
al., 1994).  Specifically, a sample of 11
nonrespondents was interviewed to de-
termine whether or not it was feasible to
generalize from responding participants
to the entire population of participants.
It was concluded that generalizations
from respondents were justifiable only
for indicators that measure progress to
date (such as those discussed in this pa-
per), and not on measures of current ac-
tivity or likely future progress, since re-
spondents generally were more actively
engaged in the development of their
technologies compared with nonrespon-
dents.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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These studies have provided valuable evidence for rebu
ting critics of the evaluation’s findings.

Finally, sales data are the foundation of the ERIP
evaluation–they are used to estimate the economic, energ
and environmental performance metrics described in thi
paper, and they also are the foundation for estimating em
ployment impacts, tax revenues, and other metrics that a
discussed elsewhere (Brown, 1997).  However, sales hav
a positively skewed distribution, such that the total sale
summed across all participants are significantly influenced
by a small number of highly successful inventions.  The
accuracy of the sales data from these “big hits” require
extra attention in order to be confident of the Program’s
performance metrics.  This has been accomplished in th
ERIP evaluation through selected case studies and the u
of multiple data sources, where possible.

The result of the evaluation activities described in
this paper is a series of program metrics that, when com
pared with performance indicators from other technology
innovation efforts, suggest that ERIP has been a cos
effective government investment.  By the end of 1994, a
least 144 ERIP inventions (or 24 percent of the 609 par
ticipating inventions) had entered the market, generatin
total cumulative sales of $961 million (in 1994–$).  With
$124 million in program appropriations from 1975 through
1994, ERIP has generated an 8:1 return in terms of sales 
program costs.  Based on case study data, it is conclude
that 116 trillion Btus of energy and $334 million of energy
expenditures were saved in 1994 as a result of the com
mercial success of five ERIP technologies.  These energ
savings resulted in reduced emissions of 2.1 million metric
tons of carbon in 1994.
Table 5.  Reduction in Carbon Emissions in 1994, in Metric Tons

Coal Oil Gas Total

Brandon Packing Rings 671,031 84,538 43,121 798,690

Electronic Octane® — 163,082 — 163,082

SolaRoll® 3,857 207 32,268 36,332

System 100® — — 959,940 959,940

Thermefficient-100® — — 93,332 93,332

Total 674,888 232,607 1,128,661 2,051,376
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Table 6.  Reduction in Methane Emissions in 1994, in Metric Tons
(excluding emissions in associated production, transmission, and distribution)

Coal Oil Gas Total

Brandon Packing Rings 17.4 — 3.2 20.6

Electronic Octane® — — — —

SolaRoll® 0.1 — 2.5 2.6

System 100® — — 72.3 72.3

Thermefficient-100® — — 7.0 7.0

Total 17.5 — 85.0 102.5

Table 7.  Reductions in Emissions of CO2 Equivalents from Carbon and Methane

Component Metric Tons Factor Converting to CO2

Equivalents
Metric Tons of CO2

Equivalent

Carbon 2,036,156 3.67 7,472,693

Methane 102.51 35 3,588

Total — — 7,476,281
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